In this brief note, we study algebraic elements in the complex group algebra C [G]. 
Introduction
Let a = J2geK a g belong to the group algebra F [G] . If k is a conjugacy class of 67, then the k-trace of a is defined by aK = ¿^,g€K a . It is clear that the map : F[G] -► F is F -linear. Furthermore, if g,h e G, then hg = g~\gh)g so (gh -hg)K = 0. Thus, by linearity, (aß)K = (ßa)K for all a, ß € F[G] and K is indeed a trace map. In this paper we study algebraic elements in the complex group algebra C[C7] and our goal is to prove Theorem 1. Let £ be an element of C [G] and suppose that f(c¡) = 0 for some nonzero polynomial f(x) e C [x] . If X denotes the maximum of the absolute values of the complex roots of f, then E<^/w^2 K where \k\ is the size of the class and ~ denotes complex conjugation.
For G finite, this is a result of [HLP] which was proved using character theory. So the real content here concerns infinite groups. In this case, if k is a conjugacy class of infinite size, then the summand ÇkÇk/\k\ is obviously zero and hence has no effect on the above formula. Thus we need only restrict our attention to the conjugacy classes of G of finite size.
Two special cases of the theorem are worth mentioning. First, if c¡ is nilpotent, then X = 0 and hence we have ÇK = 0 for all finite classes k . Second, if c¡ = e is an idempotent, then X = 1 and the formula eKêK <\k\ is in fact a result of [W] . As we will see, the proof of the above theorem is in some sense a combination of these two cases. Furthermore, in the course of the proof, we will show that the upper bound X can be replaced by a suitable weighted average of the squares of the absolute values of all roots of f(x). We will also precisely describe when equality occurs.
The semisimple case
We first consider semisimple elements using an analytic proof. Recall that if a = ¿Zg€Gagg and ß = ¿Zg€Gbgg are in C[G] then> by definition, (a,ß) = ¿Zg€Ga b and a -^2g&Gagg ■ Clearly ( , ) is a Hermitian inner product and we have (aß ,y) = (a,yß*) = (ß,a*y).
In addition, we note that (a,ß) = traß* where tra = ax = ax .
Following [M] , we complete C[G] to a Hubert space H. Then, via left multiplication, each g e (7 is a unitary operator on H and thus C[G] embeds in B(H), the C*-algebra of bounded operators on H. Furthermore, we see from the above formulas that * on C[C7] extends to the adjoint map * on B(H). We now let sf denote the uniform closure of C[G] in B(H). Then sf is also a C*-algebra and, as in [M] , if e is any idempotent of s/ there exists a projection p with esf = psf . Thus p is a self-adjoint idempotent with ep -p and pe = e.
Note that if G is finite, then sf = C[G].
Lemma 2. Let ex,e2, ... ,en be orthogonal idempotents of si . Then there exist orthogonal projections px,p2, ... ,pn such that T(e¿) = T(p¡) for any trace map T: sf -> C. Furthermore, if either e-or p. is central, then e, = p,.
Proof. We show inductively that we can replace ex,e2, ... ,en in turn by orthogonal projections without changing their traces. Thus suppose that ex ,e2, ... ,ek _, are already projections and that k < n. The goal here is to replace ex,e2, ... ,en by orthogonal idempotents fx,f2, ... ,fn satisfying T(e¡) = T(f) for all i and such that fx,f2, ... ,fk are projections. To this end, recall that there exists a projection pk with pkek = ek and ekpk = pk . Set f. = (1 -Pk)ei for i ¿ k and fk=Pk. Now ejek -0 for / / k and hence eipk = e¡(ekpk) = 0. Thus for i ,j ^ k we have fifj = (\-pk)er(\-pk)ej = (\-pk)eieJ. It follows that fi = f and that ffi -0 for i jí j. Furthermore, fk = fk and, since fk=Pk, we have fkf = fjk = 0 for i ¿ k. Thus fx,f2, ... ,fn are also orthogonal idempotents. Note that fk = pk is a projection and for i <; k we have 0 = (etpk)* = pkei since e* = ei. Thus f = ei here and fx,f2, ■■■ ,fk are projections. Finally notice that for i ^¿ k we have fje¡ = f¡ and eifi = e¡(\ -pk)ei = e¡. On the other hand, for i = k we have the reverse formulas fkek = ek and ekfk = fk. It follows that if T is any trace map, then T{et) = T(etft) = Ttf¡e,) = T(f) for i t¿ k and similarly T(ek) = T(fk). Furthermore, if either e¡ or f is central, then clearly et = f¡. With these observations, the result follows by induction on k . ■ Note that as a consequence we have the well-known fact that any central idempotent is a projection. Now by [M, Lemma 1] , tr extends to a trace map tr: sf -> C satisfying tr(aa*) > 0 for all nonzero a € sf . We can therefore extend the Hermitian inner product ( , ) to sf by defining (a,ß) -traß* for all a,ßesf . Recall that if e ^ 0, 1 is an idempotent of C[G] then Kaplansky's Theorem (see [K, page 122 or M, Lemma 2] ) asserts that 0 < tre < 1 . Proof. We can clearly delete the terms with Xi = 0 and we can merge those terms with the same A('s. Thus we can assume that the A('s are distinct and nonzero. This is needed only when we consider the possibility of equality in the formulas. and the first inequality is proved. We now describe when equality occurs. Suppose first that Ç is central so that clearly £ = n . Since all X: are distinct and nonzero, it follows from t\ = Xxex + X2e2-\-hXnen that each e{ is also central. Hence e¡ -p¡ by Lemma 2 and ¿¡' = £ = n. Thus (n,n) -(£,',£,') and equality occurs. Conversely, suppose equality occurs. If n / 0, then £' must be a scalar multiple of n and hence £,' is central. As above, this implies that each pi is central, so pi = et and £ ='<*' is central. On the other hand if // = 0, then \re¡ -0 for all i, so ^( = 0 and again £ is central.
Finally observe that e = ex +e2-\-\-en is an idempotent so \rex + ire2 -\-1-\ren = ire < 1 by Kaplansky's Theorem. Thus the second inequality follows immediately from the first. Moreover, equality clearly occurs here if and only if \k¡ \ = X for all i with tr e( t¿ 0, tr e = 1, and equality holds in the first formula. Since tr et = 0 if and only if e¡ = 0 and Xre = \ if and only if e = 1 , the result follows. ■ Several remarks are now in order. First, if G is a finite group and e is an
Thus the trace of e is a measure of its rank and this is also true in some vague sense for G infinite. It follows that the sum |A1|2tre1 + |A2|2tre2-(-;---r-|AJ2trî s a weighted average of the various \Xf\ with tr^ being a measure of the multiplicity of X¡ as an eigenvalue of c¡. Second, if £ itself is an idempotent, say ¿¡ = e , then the inequality of Lemma 3 becomes ¿ZKeKe"K/\K\ < tre. This clearly extends [W, Theorem 2] where it was shown that e ë < |/c| tre for each finite class k . Finally, it is quite possible that the above result can be proved entirely within C[C7] using the ideas of [P, §2.1] .
The nilpotent case Nilpotent elements can be handled by a fairly standard technique. Let k be a conjugacy class of G, let n be an integer and define k" = {g"\g € k} . From (g")x = (gx)n for all g, x e G, we see immediately that k" is also a conjugacy class of G.
Lemma 4. Let k be a finite conjugacy class and let g e G. If gp e kp for infinitely many distinct primes, then g e k .
Proof. Since k is finite and gp e kp for infinitely many primes, there exist x G k and distinct primes p,q with gp = xp and gq = xq . Since (p,q) -1 we then have 1 = pa + qb and hence Proof. Since £ satisfies xm -1 for some m , its minimal polynomial has distinct roots all of absolute value 1. With this, the first part follows from the preceding corollary. Now suppose equality occurs and c¡ G Z [G] . Since Ç is central, it follows that for each finite class k either £,K = 0 or <jfK£K > \k\2 . We conclude therefore, from V" ¿L¿L/|/c| = 1, that ä is zero for all but one class. Furthermore, the remaining class k has size 1 and ¿¡K = ±1 . Thus c¡ = ±g with g a central element of G. ■ Finally we remark that if £ G C[C7] is algebraic over the rationals Q, then ¿¡K is also algebraic over Q for each finite conjugacy class k . This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5 and the result [B, Theorem 8 .1] on idempotents. It also follows directly from Theorem 1 by noting that £ and its algebraic conjugates have bounded absolute values. An analogous result of interest is [HLP, Corollary 2.8] .
